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Action Camera SJCAM SJ4000 Dual Screen

SJCAM SJ4000 Dual Screen Sports Camera
Create breathtaking footage with the SCJAM SJ4000 sports camera! The equipment creates high-quality videos in 4K resolution and offers
5 recording modes. It also allows you to take 16 MP photos in 3 different modes. It features a 170° viewing angle and offers exposure
compensation and white balance, so you can easily avoid missed shots. The camera is waterproof, and together with the case you can
submerge it to a depth of up to 30 meters. You'll  have easy access to the footage you've taken and all  the device's functions via two
screens - the main 2-inch HD touchscreen display and a 1.3-inch LCD screen on the front of the camera.
 
Images in 4K
Mountain landscapes, dynamic sports, or urban walks? The SJCAM SJ4000 sports camera will record everything in 4K 30FPS. What does
this mean? Your videos will be extremely smooth and give the impression of even more real images. What's more, the camera's viewing
angle is up to 170°, so you'll capture much larger frames that capture even more details from your adventures! 
 
Check out the available features
SJCAM SJ4000 Dual Screen offers 5 video modes, so you'll achieve even better results in your recordings. You can create videos in Normal
mode or experiment with other features - Time-lapse mode allows time-lapse recording, and with Car mode SJCAM SJ4000 will serve you
as a car camera. You don't have to worry about memory card space. The enabled Loop recording mode records short videos and replaces
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the oldest ones with new ones.
 
Additional parameters 
The device offers several features with which it will be easier for you to avoid missed shots. You can use Auto mode or control the color
by setting one of the 4 available white balance options to make your photos reproduce the real colors as well as possible. What's more,
the camera allows you to adjust the exposure compensation to some extent, so you can get photos with satisfactory exposure.
 
Easy and convenient use
Quick access to content will be provided by a 2-inch HD touchscreen and a 1.3-inch LCD screen on the front of the device. You can also
use a dedicated app to easily manage camera functions from your smartphone. You'll  find several useful add-ons included, with which
using the camera will be even more convenient. A waterproof case will allow you to use the equipment in water and immerse it up to 30
meters deep, and mounts will make it easier to attach, for example, to the handlebars of a bicycle or a helmet. 
 
Kit contents:
Waterproof case for case × 1
Mounting socket × 1
Helmet mounting base × 1
3M stickers × 2
USB cable × 1
Instruction manual × 1
Wiping cloth × 1
Stickers × 2
Manufacturer
SJCAM
Model
SJ4000 Dual Screen
Screen
2-inch HD touchscreen main screen; 1.3-inch front LCD screen
Lens angle
170°
Battery
900 mAh removable
WiFi
2.4 GHz
Encoding format
H.264
Light frequency
50 Hz/60 Hz
Video format
MP4
Photo format
JPG
Video resolution
4K (3840*2160) 30 FPS; 2.7K (2688*1520) 30 FPS; 1080P (192*1080) 60/30 FPS; 720P (1280*720) 120/60/30 FPS
Image resolution
16M (4640*3480); 12M(4000*3000); 8M(3264*2448); 5M (2592*1936)
Interface
Micro USB
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Input power
5V/ 2A
Memory
Micro SD card - supports up to 128G
Operating temperature
-10°C~45°C
Dimensions
59.5 x 41.5 x 30 mm
Languages
English/ Japanese/ Russian/ German/ French/ Italian/ Spanish/ Polish/ Dutch/ Portuguese/ Thai 

Preço:

€ 84.00

Fotografia, Video, Cameras, SJCAM
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